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SECTION 4. 
PLANETARY JEWELS OF ISIS 
Oracles from: “Isis of Alchemy,  

Transformation through the Goddess” 
 
 

 
"Isis, Mother of the Sun" 

 
 



1. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS AMATERASU 
The Ruby Pylon of Mars 

 
INVOCATION: Holy Sun Goddess, Amaterasu No Kami, supreme ruler of our planets, Bringer of Life to 
all living creatures, help us to use your power unselfishly, so that we may restrict our egos to serving 
others.  
 
ORACLE: This is an ambitious prayer - to leave your spiritual childhood prematurely! My friends, do not 
dwarf your egos. Without your unique human souls my planetary family would be the poorer. Only by 
fulfilling your individuality, your eccentricities, can you develop naturally. Cosmic consciousness is the 
goal but not the childhood of your evolution. You inhibit your growth by frustrating your creativity. Each 
planet and each snowflake is different. So are you.  
 
When I hid My Light in the cave of black space, it was the Madcap Goddess Ame No Uzume Who alone 
among the Deities drew Me forth to shine once more. How? By causing laughter through Her absurd 
dance! Endless liturgies hold no interest for Me. Repetition dulls the mind. Do not imitate others - even 
Gods and Goddesses, Masters of the Wisdom - sundry Spirit Guides. Adore - but do not surrender. 
Worship can alienate the being so adored. Do not walk even in a lover's footsteps. Love can only thrive 
between equals.  
 
Now is the time in this new Aeon for each of you to co-create with the Deities. Do not be ashamed of 
making mistakes: these bring experience. Reveal with courage your innate powers! For My Sun-blood 
flows through each of you and through every being of My solar family. Its circulation unites each player 
in the Divine Dream of unfolding Deity. 
 

2. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ATLANTA 
The Amber Pylon of Venus 

 
INVOCATION: Mysterious Atlanta, Goddess of lost worlds, Who like a comet unites all spheres in 
glorious harmony, bring us inspiration that we may create beauty around us.  
 
ORACLE: Fly with Me above past, present and future, and gaze down upon the landscape of Eternity! 
This is the New Aeon of cosmic consciousness. Each of you chose to be born at this time of the Great 
Awakening. We whom you call the Immortals summon the Divine hidden within each soul. Animals and 
birds: trees, earth and sea respond.  
 
Through the gateway of dreams you shall reap the harvest of past and future lives, and gain the seeds of 
your own Divinity. The limitations of the human brain have restricted you from rising above the duality 
of good and its shadow, evil. Your heritage is love and happiness. Do not fear evil. All that is ugly, cruel 
and distorted dissipates into nothingness - because it is ignored . . . there is no evil in Heaven. Only the 
Divine belongs there.  
 
You shall with brave hearts explore the spiritual realms of the stars, and dream in black space. You will 
encircle many-coloured planets and discover the lovers who await you. And when you have had your fill 
of enjoyment, then is the time for you to join with Us in Our work of creation. You shall help Us weave 
the tapestry of the stars, and form a dewdrop in one small flower. 
 

3. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS RADHA 
The Topaz Pylon of Mercury 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Radha, eighth Daughter of the Goddess Lakshmi. You Who are, 
the Divine Bride of the God Krishna, help us to bring harmony between men and women, so that we may 
save the earth from pollution by mankind.  



ORACLE: When you invoke the Goddess, you may not succeed unless you awaken the Goddess within 
yourself! This divine awakening has its dangers: you may develop arrogance, ambition and loneliness. 
Men and women dread separation; yet this comes when consciousness expands beyond the usual. The 
ego-driven Initiate craves for companionship. But this very longing can lead either to domination or 
subservience. And both these modes inhibit love.  
 
This abuse of relationship extends to human treatment of animals. These are exploited and cruelly 
treated: but are also adored as substitute children, weakening wild creatures into "pets".  
 
Most amusing of all, you treat Us whom you label "Gods and Goddesses" in the same way! We who try to 
help your progress towards true humanity are either worshipped by contemptible obsequiousness - 
prostrations and sacrifices - or we are ordered around by legally-framed prayers, tying us to “promises" 
we are alleged to have made to your ancestors.  
 
Find the wild child within each of you. For that inner Being, so friendly, so enquiring, so courageous, is 
the Divinity that aspires to the stars. 
 

4. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS SEKHMET 
The Emerald Pylon of Jupiter 

 
INVOCATION: Mighty Goddess Sekhmet, Who with Your Inner Sun bestows life blood throughout the 
universe, help us to transmute our passions into Your Divine Gold.  
 
ORACLE: You need gold to create gold. But however hard you try, you will not attain the Inner Sun by 
ministering to your own ambition. An obsession to be a Spiritual Leader works in reverse. In digging for 
such fools' gold, you dig your own grave. To gaze directly on the earthly sun blinds you. But it is far 
more dangerous to steal the rays of the Inner Sun. Spiritual blindness is the punishment.  
 
How then may the seeker attain the goal of Divine Awareness? The answer is simple. Watch shadows! 
My Gold is not to be seized upon by greedy hands, but shows itself in humble places. It reveals its 
loveliness in the sound of doves in a wood: moonlight on a pool; cubs playing in their earth. My Nature 
has its hidden symbols to guide you on your way.  
 
Discover the Inner Sun in those who seem devoid of goodness. It is easy to accept yourself; hard to 
appreciate the treasure concealed in others whom you find repellent. Most people condemn wrong doers. 
But the Spiritual Alchemist uncovers good in someone obsessed by evil. Honour such hidden splendour 
and you yourselves will shine forth as stars! 
 

5. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS BRIGID 
The Obsidian Pylon of Saturn 

 
INVOCATION: Brigid of the Eternal Flame, Bride, Saint and Goddess, inspire us with your gifts of 
creation.  

ORACLE: Joyful it is for humanity to be the mediator between the glories of the Heavens and all that is 
low, down to stone and metal, for all form part of the living body of Deity.  
 
At last the time long awaited for is here. The general awakening is dawning for those who believe in 
death. When animals pass into their heaven, they do not know they have left their bodies, but continue to 
fly or swim in their psychic bodies. The dramatic words "the Second Coming" may be seen as the return 
of the Gardeners of Earth now that the fruit is ripe and the corn is high and the veil thins between the 
spiritual and the appreciation of Earth. Humans have the gift of being able to transform clay and 
pigments and stone into new and lovely forms, uniting mind and form. Scientists are transmuting the 



atoms, whether for good or ill. This general awakening of the immortal part of men and women includes 
the rest of creation. Plants send forth rays of communion to gardeners who speak and listen! Wolves, 
Squirrels and Dolphins show an intelligence and abilities that astonish and delight their human friends. 
This is the time not to criticize, to judge, to fear. The last judgment should be the end of duality, and the 
dawn of love and justice for all of creation, from star to stone. My message is this; love, be happy and 
create! All is within yourselves. 
 

6. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MUMUNA 
The Opal Pylon of Uranus 

 
INVOCATION: Holy Goddess Mumuna, known as the Great Mother Who Made Us All, bestow on us 
the art of creation.  
 
ORACLE: The ambition of Humans leads them to strive for that which is theirs already! What the Deities 
achieve in their greatness, creating galaxies, is likewise performed perfectly by the humble snake, the 
shark, the kangaroo! Birth is the Great Mystery which is known to all yet understood by none. Physical 
birth is a reflection of the progress of every creature to rebirth in Eternal Spiritual Reality. During past 
ages, women believed that they alone had been given the privilege of child creation which they paid for 
through the agony of labour. But during succeeding centuries, men discovered their own role in 
conception. Unfortunately they wrongly decided that only men possessed the seed of life, which they 
planted in women, who were only nurturing the earth. So they became the dominant sex, and ruled both 
women and all they claimed as their property. And their property included territory which they fought 
for in wars that destroyed the very land they fought over.  
 
Now that this violence involves the misuse of science, the planet to us a nursery is endangered. We the 
custodians of earth whom you call Deities, exist. We love. We intervene. You can help us. Bring about 
partnership between men and women, humans and animals, and harmony for all nature. Through 
harmony you will awaken from this dream of life, and in the eternal Spirit Word, learn to co-create with 
the Deities. 
 

7. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ARIADNE 
The Amethyst Pylon of Neptune 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Ariadne of the Crown of Stars and the Labyrinth of Earth.  
 
ORACLE: How beautiful is the sea with softly rising waves topped with foam in the light of the full 
moon! There, contemplating perfect beauty, the soul is at rest. The torture of the questing mind is the 
burden of the Philosophers. Drawn upwards into metaphysical speculations, the idealist is in danger of 
losing touch with the earth, which also has her mysteries. The intolerable fire of the stars appears meekly 
when reflected in a still pool.  

In the circles of time the powers gained by the intellect disperse like motes of dust. But noble ideals when 
brought to fruition through kindness and understanding are eternal.  

Eternity is not infinite duration. It could be more aptly called infinite shortness! Divinity may be enjoyed 
between seconds. So abandon the never-ending theories and dogmas that may lead to frustration and 
even to wars. Not one life should be sacrificed for a creed, for this annihilates the very purpose of the 
creed. I am Mistress of the labyrinth and not its prisoner: for the labyrinth is the human brain.  Your brain 
is a tool, not an end in itself. Use it to assess your visions, not to inhibit them. Art is both the Daughter of 
Nature and of Mind. Unite these qualities and you will drink from the cup of creation. I am with you 
when you dream, and I inspire you when you bring your dreams into being. From such wisdom comes 
ever-renewing life. 
 

 



8. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS TARA 
The Jade Pylon of Earth 

 
INVOCATION: Rainbow Goddess Tara, Who brings Heaven and Earth into harmony through Your 
manifold beautiful forms, help us to live in peace with each other and all that is.  
 
ORACLE: Because you wish this, it is so! There is a fundamental longing within every creature, every 
element, to blend with all that crosses its path. In the evolving creatures of earth, this leads to the 
devouring of food, violence, rape and cruelty. But buried in the heart of even the most savage predator, 
animal or human, is the will to return to the Universal Mother, Who gives birth to all that is.  
 
Yin and Yang - the cosmic feminine and masculine modes - are out of balance on earth. The Yang power 
of controlling Nature by force is threatening the continuance of earthly organic life. To save this, we need 
to bring balance by invoking Yin Power, Feminine Divinity.  
 
Instead of making harsh laws that defy your own natures, grow your own souls as you cultivate plants! 
You do this by enjoying the company of others, living in harmony with nature and in practicing the 
creative arts. For you create your own hells and heavens. When you do wrong, openly face this and make 
reparation. Then forgive yourself - and others. It is cruel to invent hells for people you imagine to be 
"dark" or "evil" even if this is so. With your gift of creation, make heavens for evil doers, and they may 
choose to dwell there in new-found Peace.  
 
Where is this buried treasure within the earth? Yes, there is a sun within, but there are many suns! But 
unique among the encircling planets of the solar system, earth produces abundant living beings. The 
Goddess and God is within each one of you. You are united with a rainbow network with all that is. 
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